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What did the developers get right? 5 responses

● they did what they are paid to do

● Ground floor as public space.

● That residential aspects of Oakland are doomed. Last year it was “med Ed” and this year it is proposed office space for pedestrians.

● The presentation included a pretty complete version of what they are proposing.

● No.
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What aspects of the proposal need more detail, in order for you to evaluate them?  6 responses

● Community benefits -- need to brainstorm and develop community benefit plan together with the communities that need the benefit.

● none

● Better explanation of ground floor community space; what do they mean by District Hall?; provide contact information for all the other
community leaders where they have done the similar developments of which they boasted.

● Adequate detail provided. Their intentions are to ignore the standards that the city has set by asking for variances and squeezing commercial
in.

● More clarity on zoning issues. Clearly state why they feel they need zoning variances that they are asking for. For example, why do they want
the extra 60' of height. It is just to make the project more profitable or is it un-buildable otherwise. An analysis of how building the parking
underground will affect cost.

● Everything needs more detail with respect to how it will affect the community. More people and more cars in another big box, even if it is
designed to be "pretty" does not do anything to mitigate the harm being done.



What changes would you like the developers to make?  6 responses

● Community benefits -- need to brainstorm and develop community benefit plan together with the communities that need the benefit.

● More parking.

● Increasing density beyond zoning will raise rents, make traffic and parking worse, and increase pressures on existing residents. Community benefits
are required to offset these pressures which are displacing residents and will accelerate.

● make the building smaller and give it some actual character; it's a monster

● Lower height to 102' - see slide 32

● Materials - glass reflects and Murland building already has alot; reconsider aluminum on louvers to another material

● But hard to imagine that hard working scientists who live in the sunburbs and work into the evening are going to bike to work over the highway. I’d like
people involved in the decision Prozess to get real...or get honest....be creative about parking ..maybe for the building .buy a piece of land for parking, 
(there’s plenty of land in the hill district )and transport the workers from there to Oakland...or some such. Use some intelligence and creativity to solve 
the problem. And maybe residents should get real too and realize that there is no space in Oakland for families...so everybody stop pretending. So use 
energies to establish an exit strategy.

● Reduce the height of the building to fall at or below the maximum currently allowed by zoning. The current zoning for the Forbes-Fifth corridor already
allows taller building than anywhere else in Oakland. If they are allowed to exceed that then other developers will use that precedent to get project
approved in the more residential areas that are way over the height restrictions.

● Give more thought to what this building can be to make money and better serve the community it inhabits.


